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GaN Motor Drive Myth Dispelled
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There is a benefit to using GaN devices in BLDC Motor drives

• Experimental validation showed:

• Higher system efficiency

• Lower audible emission

• Improved precision

• Lower torque ripple

• Smaller size
Position
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a myth that BLDC motor drives do not benefit from GaN devices. Through experimental evidence, I will show that this myth is incorrect, and that GaN Devices increases overall efficiency, lower audible emissions, improve mechanical precision, lower torque ripple and reduce the overall size of the motor drive system. These cumulative effects make for compelling reasons to convertBLDC  motor drives to use GaN FETs and ICs.



GaN Benefits in BLDC Motor Drives
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GaN FET/ICs switch fast with QRR = 0 

Higher switching frequency 

• Input filter reduction
• Electrolytic capacitor  elimination

Higher torque per Ampere

• Improves inverter & motor system efficiency
• Reduces size & weight by integrating the inverter inside the motor

Lower dead time

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a summary slide: GaN FETs switch faster and have zero reverse recovery compared to MOSFETs allowing them to operate at higher frequency efficiently and reduce dead time to values not achievable with other technologies. This opens the possibility of higher switching frequency motor drives where 20 – 40 kHz have traditionally been used. Additional benefits of operating at a higher switching frequency include: [1] higher switching frequency motor drives to reduce/eliminate bulky electrolytic capacitors[2] reducing the dead time to increase the effective torque per ampere obtained from the motor[3] Net result is that GaN makes the motor drive system more efficient[4] and allows integration within the motor thus reducing weight and size



Available GaN Motor Drive Inverters
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Microchip 
dsPIC33

ST 
Nucleo

TI Piccolo
In development

EPC9146 -> EPC2152 IC

EPC9176 -> EPC23102 IC EPC9173 -> EPC23101 IC

EPC9167HC -> EPC2065

ePower

ePower

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We developed several GaN inverter designs, and we are continuously adding new boards.Today we talked about the EPC9146 that is based on a GaN integrated circuit and about the EPC9167HC that is based on discrete GaNFETs. They help in quickly assessing the performance of GaN in a motor drive applicationWe made also a lower current version of the EPC9167HC with 1 GaNFET per switch.#1 and another board with the automotive qualified EPC2206 GaNFET.#2 the board based on the EPC23101 GaN integrated circuit is under releaseAll these boards have the same connector so they can be driven by proper controller cards:#3 we have one for the Microchip dsPic33 controller,#4 one for the ST Nucleo#5 and one for the TI Piccolo.



EPC9146
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Main Power 
Connection

Optional 
Harmonic 
Filter

Motor 
Connection

Current Sense 
Amplifiers

Housekeeping 
Power Supply

Hall/encoder
interface

Control 
Connection

Heatsink 
Mounting

GaN
Power 
Stage

Current 
Sense
shunts
1.5mΩ

Heatsink 
Mounting

Bottom Side Top Side
Measures 81 mm x 75 mm

EPC9146

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I show the EPC9146 GaN IC motor drive. This experimental drive includes the following features:A main DC supply connection.A motor connection including an earth.A housekeeping power supply that operates off the main supply to provide 12 V for the ePower stage and 3.3 V for the controller.The EPC2152 eGaN ePower stages.A heatsink mounting option.A current sense for each of the phasesA shaft encoder connection portAn optional Filter to reduce dv/dt on the motor windingsThe controller connectionAnd finally it measures just 81 by 75 mmOur motor drive devices will need additional cooling so lets take a look at how we do that next.



EPC9167
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Main Power 
Connection

Gate Drivers 
and optional 
diodes

Current 
Sense 
Amplifiers

Housekeeping 
Power Supply

Hall/
encoder
interface

Controller 
Connector

Heatsink 
Mounting

GaN inverter 
12x EPC2065

Current 
Sense
shunts
1mΩ

Heatsink 
Mounting

Bottom Side Top SideMeasures 120 mm x 100 mm

EPC9167

Motor
connector

DCBus
Caps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I show the EPC9167HC GaNFET motor drive. This experimental drive includes the following features:#1 A main DC supply connection.#2 A motor connection including an earth.#3 A housekeeping power supply that operates off the main supply to provide 12 V for the ePower stage and 3.3 V for the controller.#4 The EPC2065 eGaNFET Power stage#5 The gate driver and the optional free wheeling diodes#6 The dcbus configurable capacitors, so user can test different modulation schemes and frequencies to reduce the capacitors to the minimum#7 A heatsink mounting option.#8 A current shunt for each of the phases. There is one also in the low side Fet source#9 A current sensing circuit, it can be either in phase or leg shunt#10 A hall/encoder connection#11 The controller connection#12 And finally, it measures just 120 by 100 mm



Thermal Implementation
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TIM x3

Insulator

eGaN
Devices

PCB Assembly

SMD 
spacer x4

Heatsink

M2 
screws x4

• Heatsink
• Thermal Interface Material
• Spacer on PCB

• Würth Elektronik: 9774010243R 
• M2 6mm screws

• McMaster Carr: 95836A107
• Insulator – custom shape

• Laird: Tgard K52  A14692-30 with 
thickness of 0.051 mm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s now take a look  at how we implement the thermal solution of the motor drive.First we use a heatsink from Wakefield that is a quarter brick size of 37 by 58 mm. We have two options, namely natural convection or forced air cooling.Next, we use a t-Global A1780 thermal interface material that is 0.5mm thick to interface the heatsink to the GaN devices with low thermal resistance.The heatsink is then fastened to the PCB standoffs from Wurth Elektronic using 6mm long M2 screws.Finally, to ensure no other components short to the heatsink, we use a  thin insulator that is inserted between the board components and heatsink from Laird.



Microchip MotorBench
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is possible to use the Microchip MPLAB IDE environment together with the GaN Inverters#1 Starting with the MPLAB IDE it is possible to call #2 the Motor Control Configurator and, from it, to all the MotorBench #3 so that motor parameters can be updated. Then the code can be automatically generated, complied and flashed in the controller to help with the quick inverter evaluation



ST Motor Control Workbench
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With the ST Nucleo board adapter it is possible to use the Motor Control Development Suite from ST. #1 The projects starts using the STM32CubeMX environment#2 Setting the right motor parameters and use the sensorless Field Oriented Control#3 Then after generating, compiling and flashing the code, it is possible to use Motor Control Workbench to  run the motor and fine tune the controller parameters



BLDC Motor Drive Overview
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A practical high-performance BLDC motor drive requires, the following functional elements: (build 1)A 3-phase half-bridge power stage(build 2)Voltage and (build 3)current sense for each of the phases of the motor. The motor phase currents are measured using shunts where the voltage is amplified using a high-performance shunt amplifier. Voltage measurement is from each phase to ground using a simple voltage divider resistor network(build 4)Voltage sense for the DC supply to the drive, using the same techniques as for the motor phase voltage measurement(build 5)A filter between the switch-node and the motor connection that can be configured as either a harmonic filter or EMI filter.(build 6)A housekeeping power supply for the power stage ICs that required 12 V and controller that requires 3.3 V.(build 7)And finally the controller (Build 8)Each of the half-bridge power stages use one EPC2152 ePower Stage and requires only a few support capacitors. 



GaN Inverter Basic Schematic
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GaN Inverter

Low and Middle 
Frequency 
capacitor

High Frequency capacitors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 2 level GaN inverter is made of 6 GaN switches, 3 High frequency capacitors and 1 low-middle frequency capacitor.#1 On the right it is possible to see a picture of one implementation where per each switch there are 2 GaNFET in parallel. This inverter can handle up to 30Arms at 48 Vdc at 100kHz PWM. Starting from left to right there are:#2 The low frequency capacitors#3 The 3 switching cells.#4 Each switching cell has 2 high and 2 low side GaNFET #5 There are high frequency capacitors to reduce the power loop inductance.#6 In the bottom there are the gate driver and the middle frequency capacitors. #7 There are also 2 anti parallel diodes. The main reason is that, when in reverse conduction, the voltage drop of a GaNFET is three times Bigger than a diode. So, for a generic reference design, it is better as a precaution to insert the diodes, just in case the inverter is held off In high impedance, the DcBus is off and the motor is rotating. 



Integrated Power Devices for Motor Drive
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EPC2152

2.6mm

3.9mm

EPC2152

Same ground: can only be used with phase current sensing

EPC9146 inverter board
With 3x EPC2152
Capable of 10Arms 48V 100kHz

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GaN technology gives the opportunity to integrate power GaNFETs and gate driver in one die, to get a Power integrated circuit. On the top left you see the schematic of the switching cell of a 48V 10Arms 100kHz capable inverter made with EPC2152 On the top right you see the actual implementation and can have a look on the device dimension and the dimension of the switching cell. In this case the ground is the same for the digital input signals and for the source of the low side power GaNFET which is integrated into the device.So, for this device it is better using an in-line current measurement technique.



Integrated Power Devices for Motor Drive
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EPC23101

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To increase current capability and to give the user the opportunity to choose between source current sensing or in phase current sensing, we introduced the EPC23101 integrated circuit. It has already been described in the technology section, here I want to show itsapplication on a motor drive inverter. In principle, we use each EPC23101 as a “floating smart switch” and the #1 top one in the red rectangle is the high side Power GaNFET, #2 while the bottom one in the green rectangle is the low side Power GaNFET. #3 The Switch node is the dark yellow line.#4 The gate driver is “distributed” between the two integrated circuits and it is represented with the brown rectangle. #5 The light yellow box shows the source sensing shunts. The shunt sensing is possible because the node highlighted with the green star #6 Is decoupled from the GND node. The implementation is shown on the right picture. The yellow box indicates the source shunts, the green box the low side and the red the high sed GanFET.#7 In this case for the high frequency dcbus capacitors, we used the newest layout method to get even better thermal performance.With this solution it is possible to make motor drive inverter of 48V 25Arms 100kHz



Shunt Signal Kelvin Sensing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When dealing with shunt sensing, it is important to do the proper layout.In this implementation we have a reference design (EPC9173) that offers both phase shunts #1 In red boxes and leg shunts in #2 yellow boxes. If we look at the inner layers layout, we see that #3 there is a layer with analog ground shielding of the Kelvin sensing traces of all 6 shunts#4 and the Kelvin signals are in the following layer. It is visible how they are surrounded by the analog ground vias that connect to the following layer#5 that is shielding the Kelvin traces from the bottom. #6 on the right we can see an example of scope picture of amplified signals from both sources, phase shunt and leg shunts.On the top window there is the main window with phase voltage in blue, phase current in grey and phase shunt and leg shunt voltages amplified.The shunt signals are above the offset (1,65V) when motor phase current is negative (flowing from the motor to the inverter) and vice-versa.On the bottom window is possible to see the zoom around the negative peak of the phase current. The phase shunt voltage is always available. The Leg shunt voltage is available only when the phase voltage is at DcBus- level that is GND. When leg shunt signal is available, it overlaps with phase shunt signal.



Shunt Signal Kelvin Sensing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When dealing with shunt sensing, it is important to do the proper layout.In this implementation we have a reference design (EPC9173) that offers both phase shunts #1 In red boxes and leg shunts in #2 yellow boxes. If we look at the inner layers layout, we see that #3 there is a layer with analog ground shielding of the Kelvin sensing traces of all 6 shunts#4 and the Kelvin signals are in the following layer. It is visible how they are surrounded by the analog ground vias that connect to the following layer#5 that is shielding the Kelvin traces from the bottom. #6 on the right we can see an example of scope picture of amplified signals from both sources, phase shunt and leg shunts.On the top window there is the main window with phase voltage in blue, phase current in grey and phase shunt and leg shunt voltages amplified.The shunt signals are above the offset (1,65V) when motor phase current is negative (flowing from the motor to the inverter) and vice-versa.On the bottom window is possible to see the zoom around the negative peak of the phase current. The phase shunt voltage is always available. The Leg shunt voltage is available only when the phase voltage is at DcBus- level that is GND. When leg shunt signal is available, it overlaps with phase shunt signal.



Shunt Signal Kelvin Sensing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When dealing with shunt sensing, it is important to do the proper layout.In this implementation we have a reference design (EPC9173) that offers both phase shunts #1 In red boxes and leg shunts in #2 yellow boxes. If we look at the inner layers layout, we see that #3 there is a layer with analog ground shielding of the Kelvin sensing traces of all 6 shunts#4 and the Kelvin signals are in the following layer. It is visible how they are surrounded by the analog ground vias that connect to the following layer#5 that is shielding the Kelvin traces from the bottom. #6 on the right we can see an example of scope picture of amplified signals from both sources, phase shunt and leg shunts.On the top window there is the main window with phase voltage in blue, phase current in grey and phase shunt and leg shunt voltages amplified.The shunt signals are above the offset (1,65V) when motor phase current is negative (flowing from the motor to the inverter) and vice-versa.On the bottom window is possible to see the zoom around the negative peak of the phase current. The phase shunt voltage is always available. The Leg shunt voltage is available only when the phase voltage is at DcBus- level that is GND. When leg shunt signal is available, it overlaps with phase shunt signal.



Shunt Signal Kelvin Sensing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When dealing with shunt sensing, it is important to do the proper layout.In this implementation we have a reference design (EPC9173) that offers both phase shunts #1 In red boxes and leg shunts in #2 yellow boxes. If we look at the inner layers layout, we see that #3 there is a layer with analog ground shielding of the Kelvin sensing traces of all 6 shunts#4 and the Kelvin signals are in the following layer. It is visible how they are surrounded by the analog ground vias that connect to the following layer#5 that is shielding the Kelvin traces from the bottom. #6 on the right we can see an example of scope picture of amplified signals from both sources, phase shunt and leg shunts.On the top window there is the main window with phase voltage in blue, phase current in grey and phase shunt and leg shunt voltages amplified.The shunt signals are above the offset (1,65V) when motor phase current is negative (flowing from the motor to the inverter) and vice-versa.On the bottom window is possible to see the zoom around the negative peak of the phase current. The phase shunt voltage is always available. The Leg shunt voltage is available only when the phase voltage is at DcBus- level that is GND. When leg shunt signal is available, it overlaps with phase shunt signal.



Shunt Signal Kelvin Sensing
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Phase current 5A/div

Phase current 5A/div

Phase shunt

Leg shunt1,65 V

Phase Voltage 50V/div

Zoom window 10µs/div

Main window 5ms/div

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When dealing with shunt sensing, it is important to do the proper layout.In this implementation we have a reference design (EPC9173) that offers both phase shunts #1 In red boxes and leg shunts in #2 yellow boxes. If we look at the inner layers layout, we see that #3 there is a layer with analog ground shielding of the Kelvin sensing traces of all 6 shunts#4 and the Kelvin signals are in the following layer. It is visible how they are surrounded by the analog ground vias that connect to the following layer#5 that is shielding the Kelvin traces from the bottom. #6 on the right we can see an example of scope picture of amplified signals from both sources, phase shunt and leg shunts.On the top window there is the main window with phase voltage in blue, phase current in grey and phase shunt and leg shunt voltages amplified.The shunt signals are above the offset (1,65V) when motor phase current is negative (flowing from the motor to the inverter) and vice-versa.On the bottom window is possible to see the zoom around the negative peak of the phase current. The phase shunt voltage is always available. The Leg shunt voltage is available only when the phase voltage is at DcBus- level that is GND. When leg shunt signal is available, it overlaps with phase shunt signal.



Experimental Testing Setup #1
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hysteresis 
brake 

dynamometer

Load Motor
Teknic:

M-3411P-LN-08D

Motor drive:
EPC9146 Inverter 

EPC9147A Controller

Measurement 
Probes

•48V 10ARMS
100 kHz

•3x ePower™
GaN IC stage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To test our motor drive, we need a comprehensive test system. This test system holds and mechanically attaches the Technic motor to  a dynamometer hysteresis brake load that provides mechanical loading to the motor. The inverter with controller is electrically  connected to the motor and powered from a programmable DC power  supply. Finally, we have  various  probes attached to take measurements of voltages, currents and torque in the system. This system allows us to take measurements under various load and supply conditions and determine the performance of the motor drive system.



Experimental Testing Setup #2
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Load Motor:
Hub front wheel pedelec e-bike motor
running in open loop (outer rotor removed)

Specifications:
• VDC = 48 V
• Iphase = 25 ARMS
• Switching frequency 100kHz

This motor has 
RL-L = 90 mΩ line to line resistance
LL-L = 140 μH line to line inductance
pp = 36 pole pairs
Ke = 27.15 Vrms/krpm

Line to star center point

In a 26” wheel bike running at 32 km/h 
the motor spins at 300 rpm

EPC9147A 
Controller

EPC9167 Inverter
12x EPC2065 GaN FET stage

Testing with and without heatsink

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To get more current flowing in the inverter I used setup 2.The inverter is made of 12 EPC2065 and it is capable of more than 25 Arms at 100kHz 48V with heatsink. For the motor I used a Hub front wheel motor for a pedelec ebike. This motor can have up to 25Arms during acceleration, so it was a good candidate for the tests.I removed the outer rotor, to keep only internal gearing spinning and I ran it open loop because I was interested in the inverter thermal performance while loaded with currents up to 30 Arms. 



Setup #1 - Basic Operation
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20 V / div 5 A / div10 ms / div

Iphase1VPhase1 - VPhase2

VDC = 48V, Iph = 10 ARMS, fSW = 100 kHz, DT = 21ns, fmotor = 66 Hz

Clean low THD current waveform

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For  basic operation we operate the motor at 66  Hz  sinusoidal excitation using 48V DC supply to the inverter and  power the motor with 10 A RMS phase current. The waveform shows  the phase to phase voltage  applied  to the motor terminals together with one motor phase current. The switching frequency is 100kHz and deadtime is set to 21ns. It is notable how clean the current  waveform is as it looks to be a near perfect sinusoidal waveform.



Setup #2 - Basic Operation
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VDC = 48V, Iph = 30 ARMS, fSW = 100 kHz, DT = 50ns, fmotor = 5 Hz

Clean low THD current waveform

20 V / div 20 A / div50 ms / div

Iphase1VPhase1 - GND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For  basic operation we operate the motor at 5 Hz sinusoidal excitation using 48V DC supply to the inverter and  power the motor with 30 A RMS phase current. The waveform shows the phase voltage  applied  to the motor terminal together with the related  motor phase current. The switching frequency is 100kHz and deadtime is set to 50ns. It is notable how clean the current  waveform is as it looks to be a near perfect sinusoidal waveform.



Deadtime Effect – Torque Ripple
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Modulation 
Voltage VU -

DCbus

Phase 
current

500 ns deadtime 21 ns deadtime

VDC = 36 V , Iphase = 5 ARMS, fSW = 20 kHz

Modulation 
Voltage VU -

DCbus

Phase 
current

Reduction in current distortion = lower torque ripple

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, we tested the motor drive of setup #1 operating from a 36 V DC supply voltage delivering up to 5 ARMS into each phase of the motor with a sensor-less Field Oriented Control algorithm. On the left we   show the waveform for  a 20kHz PWM frequency and 500ns deadtime that is typical for a MOSFET based inverter such as would be used in an ebike application. Using MOSFETs at higher frequency results in higher losses and deadtime cannot be further reduced due to MOS switching behavior. Next, (Build 3) we adjusted the dead time to be 21 ns which is something that can only be achieved with GaN devices.  In the waveform on the right, we are still switching at 20 kHz and delivering 5 ARMS into each phase of the motor. Look how much smoother the waveform is with a 21 ns deadtime. As can be seen in the waveforms on the left, the 500 ns deadtime is significantly distorting the applied voltage modulation and the motor phase current. We operated the inverter at 20kHz to directly depict the differences with typical  MOSFET based inverters.



Deadtime Effect – Mechanical Loss
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500 ns deadtime 21 ns deadtime

VDC = 36 V , Iphase = 5 ARMS, fSW = 20 kHz, 400 RPM

• Torque signal is obtained with a torque/speed transducer
• The 6th harmonic of the torque signal is removed when dead time is 

reduced to 21ns -> phase current is converted in higher torque 

Reduction in 6th harmonic = lower mechanical loss

Torque spectrum
6th harmonic 161 Hz

Torque spectrum
No 6th harmonic 161 Hz

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on the same measurements as the previous slide, we measure the spectral content using an FFT of the torque measurement of the motor. On the left, with 500 ns deadtime, a 6th harmonic on the torque signal can be clearly observed. This 6th harmonic is clearly absent on the right image that uses  21ns deadtime. This means that the phase current on the right gets converted into higher torque for the motor by removing  the  inefficient effects of torque harmonics and thus reduces  mechanical loss.



Deadtime Effect – LF EMI Reduction
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VDC = 36 V , Iphase = 5 ARMS, fSW = 40 kHz

Very low deadtime improves the inverter linearity to almost ideal waveforms

Reduction in Low Frequency Harmonics = Lower LF EMI

MOSFET GaN

Phase current FFT Phase current FFT

500 ns deadtime 21 ns deadtime

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we will show the effect of reduced deadtime on the motor phase current low frequency harmonics. On the left is the case using 500 ns and, on the right waveform we use 21 ns. Looking at the time domain waveform clearly shows a difference, particularly at the crest and  zero crossings of  the waveform. An FFT of the current waveform clearly shows how the low frequency harmonics in the 21ns deadtime case has been significantly reduced. This ultimately translates into reduce cost for filtering and operation.



Input Voltage and Current Ripple Comparison
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Phase current

Input 
voltage

Input current

Phase current

Input 
voltage

Input current

Input filter
2.7 µH + 660 µF

Input filter
44µF

Inverter Stage
Input Power 121.3W
Output Power 119.6W

Motor Stage
Mechanical Power     79.3W

Inverter Stage
Input Power 113.3W
Output Power 111.3W

Motor Stage
Mechanical Power     81.4W

500 ns deadtime, fSW = 20 kHz 21 ns deadtime, fSW = 100 kHz

VDC = 36 V , Iphase = 5 ARMS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, we look directly at ripple current in the motor phase current where we now compare two different switching frequencies and again with the inverter operating from a 36V DC input and delivering 5A RMS into each motor phase. The waveforms show the time domain motor phase current in dark grey, input voltage ripple in blue and input current in red. On the left is the 20kHz case with 500ns deadtime, typical of a MOSFET inverter, and on  the right is the 100 kHz case with 21ns deadtime only achievable using a GaN inverter. From the waveforms it is evident that the  current  waveform distortion is much lower for the GaN inverter case and there is significant reduction in input ripple voltage and current. The ripple affects the choice of input filter. For the 20kHz  case an  inductor and high value electrolytic capacitor is needed whereas for the 100 kHz case only a few ceramic capacitors are  needed. The net effect of higher switching frequency is not a reduction in efficiency as one would expect but an increase in mechanical power output thereby increasing the DC to Mechanical power system efficiency.



Overall Effect of High Frequency
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Setup Inverter

20kHz 500ns dead time

400 RPM 5 Arms

GaN inverter

100kHz 14ns dead time

400 RPM 5 Arms
Input Inductance 2.7 µH None
Input capacitor 660 µF electrolytic 44 µF ceramic
Pin 121.3 W 113.3 W
Pout 119.6 W 111.3 W
ηinverter 98.5 % 98.2%
Speed 42.25 rad/s 41.94 rad/s
Torque 1.876 N∙m 1.940 N∙m
Pmech 79.3 W 81.36 W
ηmotor 66.3 % 73.1 %
η total efficiency 65.3 % 71.8 %

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Summarizing the overall net effect of operating at higher switching frequency comparing a 20kHz  case  to a 100kHz case we see a large reduction in required  DC  input  capacitance enabling the transition from electrolytic to ceramic capacitors. Including shorter deadtime increases torque per ampere, making the motor more efficient and thus making the system more efficient.



Audible  Emissions Comparison
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VDC = 48V, Iph = 0.5 ARMS (unloaded motor), fmotor = 66 Hz

Significant reduction in audible spectral content
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1000 ns deadtime, fSW = 20 kHz
21 ns deadtime, fSW = 100 kHz

Background

SpectrumView
Oxford Wave Research Ltd. 

≈ 12 dB
More information links:
https://epc-
co.com/epc/Applications/MotorDrive.aspx
Audio video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nr80s
dYyL-M&t=58s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that I have presented the improvements gained in motor drive performance resulting from operating at high frequency and with low deadtime, let’s take a look at the audio emissions comparison between low frequency with long deadtimes and high frequency with very short deadtimes. Using a simple iPhone App called Spectrum view, we measure the audio emissions from an unloaded motor operating from 48V DC supply operating at 66 Hz. The green spectrum shows the background  ambient noise floor and the red shows the audio spectral content for the case when the inverter is operating at 20kHz using 1000ns deadtime. In contrast when we operate the motor drive at 100kHz using 21ns deadtime there is a significant reduction in audio spectral content with average reduction around 12 dB. More information and videos can be found using these links.

https://apps.apple.com/us/developer/oxford-wave-research-ltd/id472662925
https://epc-co.com/epc/Applications/MotorDrive.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nr80sdYyL-M&t=58s


Setup #1 Thermal Performance 
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• 6.0 ARMS

• No heatsink
• 10 ARMS

• With heatsink mounted

EPC9146 44 VDC, 40 kHz, 21 ns deadtime, Natural convection

79.1°C 60.5°C

27.8°C 24.0°C

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we show the thermal performance of the inverter  operating from 44V DC supply, switching at 40 kHz with 21 ns deadtime. On the left we have the inverter  without a heatsink and operating  with natural convection  only. Under these  conditions, the inverter is capable  of delivering 6 A RMS into each phase of the motor. Adding a heatsink increases  the current  capability to 10A RMS.



Setup #2 Thermal Performance 
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• 20 ARMS

• No heatsink
• 25 ARMS

• With heatsink mounted

EPC9167HC  48 VDC, 100 kHz, 50 ns deadtime, Natural convection

86°C 70°C

25.5°C 25.5°C

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we show the thermal performance of the setup #2 inverter  operating from 48V DC supply, switching at 100 kHz with 50 ns deadtime. On the left we have the inverter  without a heatsink and operating  with natural convection  only. Under these  conditions, the inverter is capable  of delivering more than 15 A RMS into each phase of the motor. Adding a heatsink increases  the current  capability to 30A RMS.



Setup #2 Thermal Performance 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This graph is a summary of the capability of the setup #2 with and without heat sink at various PWM frequencies.If we increase the PWM frequency we increase the switching power dissipation in the inverter but me may gain more in the motor. 



How To GaN Video Series

eGaN® FETs and ICs

Evaluation 
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